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Key Extremes 
 

 

 
December 27, 2011 

 

PRECIOUS METALS 

We exited the silver call position with minor (~10%) losses, since which time I have 

believed that December 27 plus or minus a day would mark a cycle low! (This is part of 

the reason for the week-early report today.) 

I could not understand how I had a major buy signal, while looking for the equity 

markets to collapse, given the co-directionality to-date. 

I have been publishing SLV-DJX charts, which included two horizontal lines that 

indicated support levels, both of which have been broken. But, today, being stopped-

out of that trade, one must wonder if the reason for being stopped-out was not 

because the co-directionality with the equity markets was getting too stretched, but 

perhaps even reversed at last!  

This would have dramatic implications for asset allocation. The present level of the 

silver/Dow spread (basis the ETFs in the chart) suggests that we may be looking at a 

looming (now) meltdown in financial markets, where panic investment is into the 

precious metals, and NOT into the yield-less 10-year Treasury paper. 
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Silver is a screaming buy on my time cycle low, TODAY. Gold has caused enough oh-

my-God-panic among the clued-out Westerners, who sell their gold to the insatiable 

Easterners. The latter are unencumbered by any thought that inflation and deflation still 

have something to do with anything. 

As I have been writing for 10 years regarding this period, whether considering asset 

allocation, downgrades, ANYTHING, this is a balance sheet story, not any income 

statement diversion.  

Anything corrective in gold would simply be trading in a very broad range for 6 months. 

This would allow for a collapse in global equity prices to take place, and the passage of 

time to offset the general market forces pressing on gold prices.  

Once again, as I have so often since turning bullish at $280 in 2002, I am reminding 

that time replaces price. 

The bears have expressed lunacy in their arguments, not exclusive of: Gold is a state of 

mind and, since it is so volatile, it is just another risk asset without any formula for 

valuing it unlike a fiat currency with a 2% yield….which is paper on paper. 

Throughout time, people have turned to gold. Therefore, at least this “state of mind” 

has a track record. Meanwhile, isn’t believing in ‘paper’, and the paper it’s printed on, a 

“state of mind?” 

SLV strategy: Apart from SKGS’s unchanged asset allocation model (below), shorter 

term and position traders should consider March 2012 and January 2013 calls, nearer 

and farther out strikes, respectively. 

The way to play the SLV cycle low is to simply go long this week versus the Dow (2nd 

chart on next page). Given my view that a meltdown is very possible now, this is the 

least stressful way to go about a long position. 
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As far as gold itself goes, the first observation and critical note is: what is the worst 

case? According to my Elliott Wave read of the charts, it would be entirely normal to 

decline to 140 on the GLD and still trade comfortably within bullish trends. I repeat, 

comfortably. 
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However, my own view is that gold has bottomed and that the correction of this cycle 

will be one that is more of time than price. This is what gold has repeatedly done over 

the past 10 years (I repeat, repeatedly).  

My conclusion therefore, is that gold will trade within a wide and shrinking band 

between 150 and 180. 

3-Year GLD chart 
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ASSET ALLOCATION 

 
As a percent of all liquid wealth, the best overall mix remains: 
 
50% gold 
25% Swiss Franc 
25% Dollar 
 

 
Sid Klein 
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